
2004 Horoscope Luck 
Prediction

to be forewarned is to be forearmed.
All that you need to know to stay alive and 

kick asses in the Year of the Wooden 
Monkey

Disclaimer: the author, firm and any party who created and subsequently  circulate this article, 
disclaim and will not guarantee for the accuracy and effectiveness of the contents, suggestions 
and materials within and all readers who subsequently practice them, are doing so at their own 
free will and will not have a claim against any party concerned.



RAT
Born in the Year:1936,   1948,   1960,   1972,  1984,  1996
Element: fire     earth    metal   water   wood   fire 

Rats’ Characteristics:
Those born in the Rat Years are extremely intelligent and ones of high survival skills. Rats are team-
players for different reasons. They are able to take inputs from others to create superb and highly 
effective solutions that benefit others and, unselfishly, for their own credit and glory. Not easy to guess 
what they are thinking of, if they choose not to say, for they are too fast and unpredictable.  They are 
highly family-oriented and will do anything (even at others` expense) for the goodness of his or her 
family. Once in a while, they stray.

Rats’ 2004 Luck:
You shall be on a bull run as far as good luck is concerned. 2004 and 2005 are your best years and you 
better make full use of them. Your confidence will rise as your wealth improve but it is important to 
keep a level head. Your ideas can make a lot of money for you but always take a step back to critically 
analyse from all angles. Get a lawyer’s advice before you sign any important contract and make sure 
you can carry out your promises before making them, otherwise you will end up in unnecessary legal 
tussles. Also there are many wolves in sheep skin around you, so beware of lip services and double-
headed snakes. Helps may come from ox, dragon and monkey.

For those seeking love and romance, you probably have someone in mind or already going on steady. 
Next year is a better year to get married and have children. So please  practise retrain for good luck 
sake. Do not believe what other people tell you about your spouse. Question their intention.

For those in school, you may find school works too easy and tend to take it too lightly. You have 
greater interest in doing other things like arts, music and sports which are good compliments but it’s 
important to strike a balance.  

For the elderly, you need to take care of your health by exercising regularly. Cut down on the fatty stuff 
which is not good for your heart. You don’t know your heart that well for he only complains to you 
when it’s too late.  Come to the Fountain of Wealth more often to recharge yourself.

Useful Feng-Shui Tools for Rats:
Good to place  a `Fountain of Wealth Replica’ and a `Monkey on Horse’ on the North-West sector 
of your office and home respectively to attract important helpful friends to fight against the unkind 
enemies. Carry a `partner charm (ox, dragon and monkey)’ wherever you go to help open 
opportunity doors. To strengthen your business and career, place a `Dollar Sign Fountain of 
Wealth`s Lucky Water’ and a `Citrine Gem Tree’ in the north sectors of your office and home 
respectively. It is important that you keep your kitchen stove clear of dust all the times to keep your 
career luck high. At the South sector of the house, place a `Chong Kui’ statue to flight off all poison 
arrows. A `Cicada’ in the West can also promote peace for the mind and ward off the `5 Ghost Star’. 
To receive the good stars into your household, make sure you have a `Laughing Buddha on the 
Horse’ in the sitting hall facing your front door. In the South East Sector, you may want to put a 
`Lucky Bat with Golden Coin’. 
For romance and good marriage luck, one can hang a `Mystic Knot’ in the South West sector. If you 
just found someone and want to develop on this relationship, put a pair of `Rose Gem Love Ducks’
next to your bed. For those not married but seeking, put a pair of `Singing Lovebirds’ in your 
wardrobe. 

To strengthen the will and concentration power of schooling children, add a `Amethyst Gem Tree’ in 
the North East sector of the house. You should have the `Wisdom Pagoda’ in the North East sector 
of their study room also.
For the elderly, have `Hu-Lu’ in your bedroom for protection. A `Dragon Turtle’ in the East helps to 
improve family relationship. Carry a                         `8 Precious Stone Charm’ wherever you go.

in 2004

Items in bold can be found at the Fountain                      Souvenirs & Gifts, Basement 1, Suntec City Mall



OX
Born in the Year:   1937,   1949, 1961,  1973,  1985,  1997
Element: fire     earth  metal  water   wood   fire

Oxen`s Characteristics:
People who are born in the years of the Oxen, are well-known for their perseverance and stamina. 
When other people fizzle out, Oxen carry on.  And they do so in good stride and nature. Never quick to 
put blame on others, they are reliable friends and partners amidst their stubbornness.  Even in good 
times and prosperity, oxen maintain their mellowed countenance. Oxen`s partners, unless they are 
oxen too, can often get impatient on their  slow-natured partner and that's where murmuring can go 
on for years but with little harm done, on our good natured Ox, of course. 

Oxen`s 2004 Luck:
As the rain stops, clear sky is ahead of you in 2004. Your perseverance will yield fruits this year. For 
those in business this means greater profits. For those working, you may get a promotion and salary 
increment. Looking back, you are lucky that you decided to press on. Your resources should increase 
this year and you will find you can do more things at a faster pace with better results than before. Do 
not allow your success to muddle your head and take over your humble past otherwise you will realise
before long all your past supportive friends and relatives will desert you. 

For those seeking love and romance but without much success, love is in the air for you this year. You 
will eventually find that someone whom you deserve better. For those who are married your 
relationship will be strengthened after what you guys went through last year. You may want to plan to 
have a baby to arrive in 2005.   

For students, your result will improve over last year, giving you more confidence in school. Carry on the 
good works and you can even do better.

Elderly oxen need to be extra careful in whatever they do.  Do not climb high and let the younger ones 
do the heavier loads for you. Sure you may have the muscles, oilment aren't cheap also.

Useful Feng-Shui Tools for Oxen:
Oxen should use more attack mode feng-shui this year to herald in the good stars. `Laughing 
Buddha on the Horse’ in the living hall facing the front door is a good start. Place a `Dollar Sign 
Fountain of Wealth`s Lucky Water’ and a `Citrine Gem Tree’ in the north sectors of your office 
and home respectively. Do this after you have cleansed all the dust off the top hinges of all your doors 
and windows. Near your front door , it is good to place a `Treasure Pot’. To attract important friends’
aid, use a `Fountain of Wealth Replica’ in the North West sector. Your `Partner Charm’ to carry 
wherever you go is `Rat, Snake and Rooster’. Use a statue of `Chong Kui’ in the South to defend 
against the Death Star lurking around this year.

To secure your new love relationship, make sure you have your `Rose Gem Love Ducks’ in the South 
West of your room. If you think you have not found the right one, use `Singing Love Birds’ instead. 
If too many to choose from, use `Mystic Knot’.  To harness your marriage relationship, `Rose Gem 
Tree’ will do.  

Get a `Wisdom Pagoda’ and place in the North East sector of the study room to help your children 
improve on their results. 
Elderly oxen have more things to get. If staying alone, defend yourself by planting `Jade Kuan Yin 
bamboo’ outside the house. Within a 3 meter radius from the front door, place a `Jade Gem Tree’ to 
deflect bad energies. Clear all clutters in the centre zone of the house where the bad `Yellow-5 Star’
will hit this year. Rear 9 Goldfish (8 Gold colors 1 Black color ) in the North. In the East have a statue of 
`Fu-Lu Shou’ and have `Hu-Lu’ in the bed room to negate all bad energies. Carry a `8 Precious 
Stone Charm’ wherever you go.                              You can place a `Hu-Lu’ in the car if you drive.

in 2004

Items in bold can be found at the Fountain                      Souvenirs & Gifts, Basement 1, Suntec City Mall



in 2004TIGER 
Born in the Year:    1938,   1950,   1962,   1974,  1986, 1998
Element: earth   metal    water   wood    fire   earth

Tigers` Characteristics:
Men or ladies born in the years of the Tigers are brave and strong in characters 
& behaviour. They are adventurous and enjoy threading on dangerous grounds.
Curious by nature, they like to embark on new things,     learning new skills and 
settling on new environment.  Unlike the oxen who are stubborn inwardly, tigers are outwardly defiant, 
making them at times, seemed hard to get along with. Those who submit to them, on the other hand,

have much to gain, for the Tiger will do most of the work for them.    

Tigers` 2004 Luck:
Although you have crossed the Grand Duke Star this year, you are fortunate that there are many other 
good stars that will help alleviate the degree of wrath. You should experience better results than last year. 
For those in business and working alike, although you will continue to face problems but you will realise
how easily the problems solve for themselves this year. Some big serious crisis may arise (that may seem 
unbearable), but have a level-head and maintain your cool. The problem will be solved and you will walk 
out of it safely and a better man.

While career luck is good, love will unfortunately be like a roller coaster ride for the tigers this year. 
Sometimes, the problems do not lie with the other party. Use a mirror and look into it seriously. Only after 
you did that and concluded the problem was with the other party then you may throw the mirror at 
him/her. For those married, if only you treat your spouse like your children and not the maid, things will 
be happier for everyone. Absence will make the heart fonder, short separation is good but permanent 
separation is expensive.    

Like any years, Tiger students’ education will be like a walk in the park. Problems may come from sports’
injury. You still playing too rough?  Use the overhead bridge. Lazy bones may equate to broken bones.  

For the elderly, there is a blood star around, so don`t climb up and down or do anything stupid. It may be 
a good idea to go on holidays to improve your luck further. 

Useful Feng-Shui Tools for Tigers:
Continue to use those auspicious wealth-gathering feng-shui tools from last year like the `Dollar Sign 
Fountain of Wealth Lucky Water’ in the North sector,  `Three Legged Frog` on each side of your 
doorway; inward facing, `Chinese Ancient Coins` on the inside door-knobs of every rooms, `Citrine 
Gem Tree’ and our `Fountain of Wealth 24k Replica`etc.  You may however want to change 
your`Laughing Buddha on Money Bag’ to ` Laughing Buddha on the Horse’ since you can receive 
wealth luck better this year. A `Treasure Pot’ will also be good to add this year in the South East sector.  
Place a statue of `Guan Kong’ in the South to help clear all hurdles and a `Mystic Knot’ in the South to 
strengthen your prestige and status. To appease the Grand Duke Star, place a pair of `Pi Xiu’ in the 
centre of your hall. Your `Partner Charm’ to carry consists of `Horse, Dog & Pig’.

Remove all triangular shape flower vases in the home to avoid extra-marital problems. Use round or oval 
shape ones instead. If you already have `Rose Gem Love Ducks’ on the South- West sector but it does 
not help much, add a `Singing Love Birds`.  Putting `Rose Gem Stones’ below the pillow may help 
also. To reduce your temper, get an `Amethyst Gem Tree’. You can put this at the North East sector.

No need to add anything if your Tiger children are doing well in their studies. Otherwise, use the basic ` 
Wisdom Pagoda’ and `Clear Crystal Gem Tree’ like the rest. More importantly, put a `8-Precious 
Stone Charm’ in their school bag to ward off any potential injury.

Elderly Tigers should do the same things like the Elderly Oxen: planting `Jade Kuan Yin bamboo’ outside 
the house, a`Jade Gem Tree’ inside the front door, clear all clutters in the centre zone of the house, 
rear 9 Goldfish in the North, `Fu-Lu Shou’ in the East, `Hu-Lu’ in the bed room and carry a `8 
Precious Stone Charm’ wherever they go.

Items in bold can be found at the Fountain                      Souvenirs & Gifts, Basement 1, Suntec City Mall



RABBIT 
Born in the Year:   1939,  1951,  1963,   1975,  1987,  1999
Element: earth  metal   water   wood    fire earth

Rabbits` Characteristics:
Rabbits are by nature,  playful and fun people.  Although timid at times, they 
enjoy light moments and good company.  They are sensitive to other people`s feelings and as about 
themselves.  Many Rabbits have problems getting over their past relationship, although they know how to 
hide their scars well.  Their expectations in life can sometimes be unrealistic but hard to snap them out of 
their dream world.    Rabbit people make wonderful partners for they are always caring and gentle.

Rabbits` 2004 Luck:
The jolly good rides are far from over for the Rabbits in 2004. With the Jupiter Star helping you, most 
ventures you embark on will bring in good profits. Those working will see a year of pay increment and 
promotion. If a better offer come along, take it after all its your good luck. However the biggest pitfall could 
be your arrogance. Don’t flash nor boast less you don’t mind a hard fall. Save enough for the rainy days 
ahead. No harm buying some lotteries as you have side luck but to spend all your savings on the gambling 
tables, you will definitely regret.

This is a good year to have a partner but be sensible, don’t just grab anyone who come along. Give more 
points to dog, goat and pig horoscope suitors. There may be wedding bells ringing or someone having a 
baby this year. Don’t let bad economy worry you as good luck is with you.  

Rabbit children don’t be too proud just because you did well before. If you lax so will your results.   

Elderly rabbits will be in the pink of health. Happy news will surround you throughout the year. You may 
strike lottery but do your part to help the less fortunate. Come down with your whole family to touch the 
water at the Fountain of Wealth to receive good energy as often as you can.

Useful Feng-Shui Tools for Rabbits:
Since you are still on the Bull-run, learn to use wealth-gathering feng-shui tools to help you realise your 
dreams faster. `Laughing Buddha on the Horse’ in the living hall facing the front door is a good start. 
Followed by the `Treasure Pot’ in the South-East sector.  If you already have a `Dollar Sign Fountain of 
Wealth`s Lucky Water’ in the North sector of your office, make sure you replace the water with new ones. 
Don’t expect 2 bottles to last you forever. Get your`Citrine Gem Tree’ in the North sector of your home if 
you have not. A pair of `3 Legged Frog’ at the front door facing inwards represents wealth leap-froging
into your house. To attract side-luck, use the `Crystal Crab with the Golden Claws’ in the South East 
sector. You may want to place your lottery tickets between its claws.  

Use a`Fountain of Wealth Replica’ in the North West sector to attract helpful friends. Your `Partner 
Charm’ to carry wherever you go is `Dog, Goat and Pig’. Hang a `Mystic Knot’ in the South to improve 
on your popularity factor which may be going downhill.  

Tie a `Mystic Knot’ in the South West of your room if you have too little time but too many suitors. Carry 
with you a `Dog, Goat and Pig Partner Charm’ if you wish.  For the married, get a `Laughing Buddha 
with 5 children’ if you want to have kid. This can be placed in the west sector of the house. Don’t worry, 
you won’t have 5 children at one go. Use`Rose Gen Tree’ to strengthen husband and wife relationship.

For senior rabbits, help yourselves with a `Fu Lu Shou’ statue in the East and the `Crystal Crab with 
Golden Claws’ and wait happily for the good news. But please buy a lottery ticket first. Elders should carry 
a `8 Precious Stone Charm’ wherever they go to ward off poison arrows.

in 2004

Items in bold can be found at the Fountain                      Souvenirs & Gifts, Basement 1, Suntec City Mall



DRAGON 
Born in the Year:  1940,   1952,   1964,  1976, 1988   2000
Element: metal   water    wood   fire   earth   metal

Dragons` Characteristics:
Those born in the years of the Dragons often lead a life of grandeur and gaiety. 
They are adventurous and like to go into areas where others avoid.  Quite often 
not seen as a good team-player, partly due to their over-bravery and partly due 
to the ways they look at things differently, Dragons, however,  never failed to 
marvel people of their results. A  trustworthy specialist, whom is  capable to get 
the most difficult task accomplished, Dragons make wonderful partner, provided you decided to take the 
back seat.

Dragons` 2004 Luck:
Some Dragons may see their good luck takes a 360 degree turn this year. Nothing life-threatening, mainly 
on career and finance areas affected. With the good stars taking a recess, it is good to consolidate this year 
rather than to expand. Divest some businesses by first quarter had you not done so last quarter. For those 
working, don’t switch job even if you found you had lost favours from your boss; humans are fickle minded 
anyway. Enemies and dangers abound; so be alert. The trick is to hang on as Jupiter is only 365 days away 
from you. Snake and Rooster friends will help you.

You don’t have much romance luck this year, so get fat and ugly if you need to; just make sure you have 
the determination and money to convert when the Romance Star comes your way next year. For those 
married, be truthful to communicate to each other. You can depend on your spouse for moral support. 
Learn to be more patient.

Shit can happen even to the brightest Dragon students and it seems more likely to happen this year than 
others. Check your exam answers twice!  

For the elderly, health will be better than last year but that does not mean you can go back to past bad 
habits. Smoke and drink less. Stock market may seem to have picked up and you have the urge to pun 
your hard earned savings on it. Not wise, put in the drawer better. 

Useful Feng-Shui Tools for Dragons:
Defense is your best bet this year. Start to grow `Jade Guan Yin Bamboo’ outside your house, clear 
unnecessary clutters especially in the centre of the house where the `Yellow-5 Star’ lands.  Always close 
your toilet’s door even when not in used. Keep your `Laughing Buddha on Horse` in the drawer and 
change to `Laughing Buddha on Money Bag’; don’t let your money run away. Hang a `Lucky Bat 
with Golden Coins’ in the South East. To defend your job position, get a `Ba-Gua Fountain of 
Wealth’s Lucky Water’ in the North sector of your office. Most locals are quite shy to place it in their 
office while the expatriates, on the contrary, are more bold and earnest to do so; perhaps that’s why they 
are getting the jobs. If it helps for you to know: Many CEOs have it !!! To help you attract more helpful 
friends in these bad times, use a `Monkey on the Horse’ in the North West sector. Your `Partner 
Charm’ to carry is `Rat, Monkey, Rooster’. To protect yourself against all ill-intention enemies, have a 
`Guan Kong’ in the South and carry a `8-Precious Stone Charm’ wherever you go. To strengthen your 
popularity, hang a `Mystic Knot’ in the South also. Put an`Amethyst Gem Tree’ in the North East to 
increase will power. 

A `Rose-Gem Tree’ is a good relationship energy enhancer for all married dragons. Those singles may 
want to try a pair of `Singing love Birds’. If you guys are going steady but always quarrel, try a pair of
`Rose Gem Ducks’.  South West sector is the position to place these.

If your children are restless, rude or rebellious, put a `Dragon Turtle Carrying a Baby Turtle` in the 
East Sector. To help them in their study, `Wisdom Pagoda’ in the North East.

Elderly Dragons do not worry about your health; just your pockets. Have `Jade Gem Tree’ in your room, 
a `Fu Lu Shou’ in the East and carry with you               wherever you go a `8 Precious Stone Charm’.

in 2004

Items in bold can be found at the Fountain                      Souvenirs & Gifts, Basement 1, Suntec City Mall



SNAKE 
Born in the Year: 1941,  1953,   1965,  1977, 1989   2001
Element: metal   water   wood   fire   earth   metal

Snakes` Characteristics:
People who are born in the years of the Snakes are highly intelligent and wise.
Usually very logical in their thinking,      Snakes  seldom make a move without 
careful calculation.  Once decided,    snakes will put their plan to work till they 
attain their goals. That   does not mean   there won`t be a change in plan. In 
fact, that`s one of the Snakes` unique characteristics: Flexibility.  That`s why
snakes can `scheme` to have people working together for them and still have 
them saying, `What a nice guy`!

Snakes` 2004 Luck:
If you had done what we advised last year, i.e. to prepare yourselves for the next year, you will 
probably benefit greatly this year. All the good stars are heading your way! Good profits will turn in this 
year.  However do not use this money lavishly nor to plough them into dubious projects. Improve on 
the security aspects of your business; don’t be too flashy less you don’t mind being robbed. For those 
working, although you attract many helpful friends, there are also many who are jealous of you. Don’t 
give people too many chances to gossip about you. You also have good side-luck this year and strike 
lottery but please get a ticket first.

It is a good year to get married. Your charm and beauty will attract many suitors but you have to 
choose one. Your partner horoscopes include rooster, ox and monkey. Any philandering snakes beware, 
your spouse will come to know about your clandestine affair which may lead to expensive separation. 

Snake students probably can cope better than before but that does not mean you can afford to look for 
a boyfriend or girlfriend; chances are very high that he or she won`t be marrying you fifteen years 
down the road, so get back to your books! Scholarship may present itself to those who put in the right 
effort. 

For the elderly, the doctors will give you a clean bill but do not allow yourself to be a busybody into 
other people’s affairs. Too shameful to be slapped at this age. Instead divert your energy to more 
meaningful courses like community works. Buy yourself some lottery this year and check the results. 
Watch your personal security to avoid being robbed.

Useful Feng-Shui Tools for Snakes:
You will be glad that you need to spend money buying feng-shui items to help you receive wealth rather than to 
block bad luck. You want to be on the attack mode.  Invest in a `Fountain of Wealth Replica’ and a
`Monkey on Horse’ on the North-West sector of your office and home respectively to attract 
important helpful friends who will open many doors of opportunities for you. To bring your business and 
career to a new height, invest in a `Dollar Sign Fountain of Wealth`s Lucky Water’ and a
`Citrine Gem Tree’ in the north sectors of your office and home respectively. Near your front door of 
your house, it is good to place a `Treasure Pot’. At its South sector, hang a `Mystic Knot’ to 
increase your popularity. To handle all the gossip moguls and poison tounges, place a `Chong Kui’ in 
the South and a `Cicada’ in the West to give you some peace.  Make sure you have a `Laughing 
Buddha on the Horse’ in the living hall facing your front door to receive the good stars into your 
household. Finally in the South East Sector, put a `Lucky Bat with Golden Coin’.  Your ideal 
`partner charm’ is  `ox, rooster and monkey’. If you are interested in striking lottery, you may 
want to try using the `Crystal Crab with the Golden Claws’ in the South East sector. You may want 
to place your lottery tickets between its claws. 

For those who have many suitors, place a `Mystic Knot’ in the South West. Use a `Rose Gem Tree’
if you suspect your spouse is not behaving right. Trying to increase your will power against lust? Use 
`Amethyst Gem Tree’ instead . 

If Your Snake kid has no problem with studies, then leave him/her alone. More importantly don’t have 
his/her back facing the door of the study room as this will cause lots of stress. 
Elders should have carry a `8 Precious Stone Charm’ wherever they go to ward off poison arrows.

in 2004

Items in bold can be found at the Fountain                      Souvenirs & Gifts, Basement 1, Suntec City Mall



Horse 
Born in the Year: 1942,  1954,  1966,  1978,   1990,   2002
Element:           water  wood    fire    earth    metal   water

Horses` Characteristics:
Horse people stress more on freedom   than any   of the other 11 horoscopes` 
people. They want a carefree life, one with little  regulation and control. They 
have very   strong  innate drive, having the `always  can do more` mentality. 
If stiffened, they will feel trapped and easily be despondent. They are fast in
their action and like to act first and answer later. Horse people enjoy courtship
and recognition.  And they are good lovers.

Horses` 2004 Luck:
You are not quite out of the wood yet. Before things get better for you next year, you have a few hurdles 
to clear this year. Fortunately, unlike last year, many people will come to your aid this year. Planning is 
important to all horse businessmen this year. Any investment should be postponed to next year which you 
will witness a good upswing. Don’t cheat to look better, paper cannot cover fire. You will be exposed and 
subsequently disposed if you cheat. For those working, there will also be many obstacles, hang on and 
press on.

Do not despair if you still cannot get a steady this year. Later is better than never. Stay happy as nobody 
likes a furlong face and don’t blame it on your horoscope! The beauty of the Horse is not on the face but its 
strength and elegance. Married couples may see their relationship as mundane and boring. Try to break 
that routine, take up a hobby together. 

School work need not be boring if you can study in groups. Choose your group well; preferably have some 
who are smarter than you. Play equally hard to unwind.

Elderly horses should not stay at home all the times. Immerse yourself in hobbies, part-time jobs or playing 
with your grandkids. Come down with your whole family to touch the water at the Fountain of Wealth to 
receive good energy. Make sure you switch off your electrical appliances and stove after cooking which you 
tend to forget.

Useful Feng-Shui Tools for Horses:
You have to apply a mixture of offensive and defensive feng-shui mechanism this year.  In the North sector 
of your office use a `Ba Gua Fountain of Wealth’s Lucky Water’ to strengthen your career luck. Place 
a `Cicada’ in the West sector to ward off political foes and to give you peace of mind in your work.  An 
`Arrowana Fish’ for the men and `Golden Carp’ for the lady, can be placed on the working desk. Back 
at home you can be more elaborate.  Have a pair of `Pi Xiu’ at the Centre point of the house to deflect the 
`Yellow-5 Star’. `Jade Gem Tree’ can be used near to the door to filter out bad energy. `Chong Kui’ can 
be deployed at the South. Choose a `Laughing Buddha Carrying Money’ for the living hall while the 
South East, a `Lucky Bat with Golden Coins’. Since you have helpful friends’ luck, remember to use a 
`Monkey on the Horse’ which when read in Cantonese would mean, `Straight Away Good’, in the North 
West and carry with you a `Partner Charm’ consisting of `Goat, Tiger and Dog’.  To give you extra 
energy to press on, an `Amethyst Gem Tree’ is ideal in the North East.

You need a pair of `Singing Love Birds’ in the South West to find love. Married people use `Rose Gem 
Tree’.  

To help Horse students concentrate on their studies,  use `Crystal Gem Tree’ in the West sector and 
`Wisdom Pagoda’ in the North East.

If your parent is a horse and staying alone, it helps to remind him/her to watch his door and the stove. 
Forgetfulness may lead to unnecessary inconvenience. Get him/her a `Jade Gem Tree ‘ to be placed near 
the front door; the tree won’t help him lock his door automatically but may filter out bad energy flow. 
Strengthen him/her with `Fu Lu Shou’ in the East and a `8 Precious Stone Charm’ to carry with 
him/her. 

in 2004

Items in bold can be found at the Fountain                      Souvenirs & Gifts, Basement 1, Suntec City Mall



Goat 
Born in the Year:  1943,  1955,  1967,  1979,  1991,   2003
Element: water  wood    fire    earth   metal   water

Goats` Characteristics:
A few common traits stand out of the Goat people: they are hardworking and 
peaceful people. Not quick to make impression, Goat people  are not status-
crazy. Rather, they enjoy what what they do best, with or without getting the 
credit. The only area where they will fight relentlessly is where it comes to the 
affairs of the heart.  They are good and reliable partners who will go through thick and thin for their loved 
ones.

Goats` 2004 Luck:
After one rough year in 2003, your luck will improve tremendously this year. In your business you will be 
presented with many new opportunities, some which may not be your forte. However, you will have the 
blessings to turn everything to your advantage. All you need is good doses of faith and same level of hard 
work. For those working, you may be headhunted for a totally new job. If you don’t know how to decide, 
let your spouse decide. Don’t have one? Just toss a coin. Buy some lottery tickets.

Good and bad news for those who are singles and seeking. After the drought, you will be hit by many 
choices this year and you won’t know know who is the right one. This issue, don’t toss coin. Instead treat 
everyone equal and try to know each individual better. Screen out the undesirable ones and eliminate one 
by one. You probably end up with two persons: one you really like but he/she has some serious bad 
points, and the other one whom you may not like as much as the first one but then he/she has some 
serious nice points. Toss a coin now? Heaven forbids. Ba-zhi (birth-data) matching is the feng-shui
solution.

Look after everyone's health as the Sickness Star is around. Don’t overstrain your goat children on their 
study. Some are rather technically than academically inclined. Its not The End to end up in ITE. Some 
technical institutions’ ex-pupils are big bosses today who hire graduates to work for them. That’s why the 
saying, `many graduates are not millionaires, many millionaires are non-graduates.’

Same advice to the elderly goats, do not overwork. There will also be love traps; so do watch out.  It is 
not  impossible to have someone thirty years younger to want you. It is just not highly probable.

Useful Feng-Shui Tools for Goats:
You will still have use for some of last year’s defensive feng-shui tools to tackle some of the bad stars. At 
the same time, it is good to invest in some offensive ones because good luck is heading your way and you 
want to receive them fast.  Things to reuse: Continue to grow Jade plant or `Guan-Yin Bamboo` outside 
your main door and on the balcony to block off poison arrows, `Hu-Lu`and `Fu Lu Shou` on the East 
sector, `Fountain of Wealth 24k Replica` on the North-West to attract helpful friends and carry with 
you wherever you go a `8-Precious Stones Charm’.  New things to invest: `Ba Gua Fountain of 
Wealth Water’ for the North sector to improve your career luck, `Buddha Carrying Money’ in the 
living hall facing the main door and a `Treasure Pot’ nearer to the door to help you grow money, 
`Guan Kong’ in the South to protect you and a `Cicada’ in the West to give you peace. Try a `Crystal 
Crab with Golden Claws’ on the South East sector to improve on your side luck. Put your lottery ticket 
between its claws. Your Partner Charm consists of `Horse, Rabbit and Pig’. 

To help you seek the right partner, tie at `Mystic Knot’ on the South West sector of your room. If still 
not enough choices, add a pair  of `Singing Love Birds’. Use `Rose Gem Love Ducks’ if you think you 
found the right one.  For Goat children’s education use `Wisdom Pagoda’ in the North East and 
`Crystal Gem Tree’ in the West sector. Unless they are stubborn to your advice, you need not try the 
`Dragon Turtle carrying a Baby Turtle’ in the East sector. However if they fall sick easily this year,
place a `Crystal Hu-Lu’ in their bedroom.

Elderly Goats should have `Jade Gem Tree’ within 3 meters radius of the front door and `Hu-Lu’ in 
their rooms to ward of the Sickness Star.                       `8 Precious Stone Charm’ is a must-have.

in 2004

Items in bold can be found at the Fountain                      Souvenirs & Gifts, Basement 1, Suntec City Mall



MONKEY 
Born in the Year: 1932,  1944,  1956,  1968,   1980,  1992 
Element: water  wood    fire    earth   metal   water

Monkeys` Characteristics:
Intelligent and versatile are the 2 common traits of people born in the years of 
the Monkeys.  They have great problem-solving skills and are fast workers. The
problems that come along with these positive traits are that they tend to make 
mistakes and are pretty unorganised beings. Yet, they exhibit such charms and 
aura that get many people captivated. Others may be jealous of them but the 
Monkeys have their funny ways of winning them over.

Monkeys` 2004 Luck:
This year may not be the best year for most Monkeys for they will cross path with the Grand Duke Star (Tai 
Sui). For those in business, there may be many obstacles in your way but if you have been saving for the 
rainy days, preparing for them, then nothing fatal should should happen.  A deal is not worth making if it 
causes too much strife internally. For those working, your talent may not be recognised but that won’t be 
for too long. You will be swamped with new opportunities elsewhere next year. Try to find peace and stay 
healthy by meditating and doing sports.

While your career may take a beating, it actually helps you to strengthen your relationship. It is in time of 
havoc that you see who will stick with you through thick and thin. Money always blind that ability. Spend 
more time with the family and play with your kids. Those going on steady may be thinking of getting 
married; just do it but watch your wedding expenditure as you shouldn’t overspend this year.

Students should be extra careful with their works, carelessness always cost unnecessary mistakes. Parents 
do not let them be too wayward. Do not be quick to reprimand people who tell your playful children off in 
the public. Sometimes that can save their lives.
For the very active elderly Monkeys, carry on with your normal routines but cut down on being busybody to 
other people’s affairs. Avoid getting into troubles; troubles don’t just come to find you. Do not follow the 
rumours on investing in areas you are not knowledgeable. Your money is better in the fixed deposit 
account.

Useful Feng-Shui Tools for Monkeys:
Beside lying low this year, Monkeys can help themselves to some defensive Feng-Shui mechanism to ward 
off the wrath of all the unlucky stars.  If used correctly, they may even walk away victoriously. The easiest 
thing to start is to grow `Jade Guan Yin Bamboo’ outside your house. Following which clear all unnecessary 
clutters especially in the centre of the house where the `Yellow-5 Star’ lands. Make sure all your water 
outlets are clear of chockage and always close your toilet’s door even when not in used. `Jade Gem Tree’
can be placed within 3 metre radius from your front door.  In the centre of your hall, place a pair of `Pi 
Xiu’ to appease the Grand Duke Star. Next is to have a `Laughing Buddha on Money Bag’ so that your 
money wouldn’t run away. Hang a `Lucky Bat with Golden Coins’ in the South East. To protect yourself 
against all hypocrites and enemies, have a `Guan Kong’ in the South and carry a `8-Precious Stone 
Charm’ wherever you go. To strengthen your popularity, hang a `Mystic Knot’ in the South also. Put 
an`Amethyst Gem Tree’ in the North East to increase will power. 

Also good to pay some attention your work place also.  Good to shift to a location where you have a solid 
concrete wall behind you. Never sit in the direction of a walkway! To defend your job position, get a `Ba-
Gua Fountain of Wealth’s Lucky Water’ in the North sector. To help you attract more helpful friends in 
these bad times, use a `Monkey on the Horse’ in the North West sector. Your `Partner Charm’ to carry 
is `Snake, Rat and Dragon’.  Use `Rose-Gem Tree’ in the South West as a relationship energy 
enhancer for all married Monkeys. Place a pair of  `Rose Gem Love Ducks’ by your bed if you are going 
steady. 

If you have problem controlling your children, put a `Dragon Turtle Carrying a Baby Turtle` in the 
East. To help them in their study, `Wisdom Pagoda’ in the North East.
Elderly Monkeys ought to have`Jade Gem Tree’ in their rooms, `Fu Lu Shou’ in the East and `8 
Precious Stone Charm’ wherever they go.

in 2004

Items in bold can be found at the Fountain                      Souvenirs & Gifts, Basement 1, Suntec City Mall



ROOSTER 
Born in the Year: 1933,  1945,  1957, 1969,   1981,   1993 
Element: water  wood    fire   earth   metal    water

Roosters` Characteristics:
Those born in the years of the Roosters are highly capable people.Though not 
born a  leader  nor outstanding  at first,     Roosters have exceptional learning 
capacity and adaptability. It will  not take long for Rooster people to rise to its 
fullest  potential.  Roosters always have  a mind of their own and very hard to 
change their perception once formed. Quarrelsome to a certain extent, but nevertheless, attractive and 
charming.

Roosters` 2004 Luck:
Your luck will take an upswing this year and you probably have a tough yesteryear to thank for it had 
shaped you leaner and meaner. It could also have changed your perspective in Life. The Sun is your 
lucky star this year, thus any business conducted in the day hours should see good result.  Be confident 
and go forth for more good stars are heading your way next few years. Do not lose heart if sometimes 
things don’t turn out the way you want. Beneath the surface, good things may not be good and bad 
outcomes may not be bad. Take people’s mockery with open stride. You may strike lottery so remember 
to buy some.

For the singles, you have to get out of your pigeon hole if you want to get a partner. Someone is out 
there but you have to be bold enough to go out and get it.  There may still be some tiffs among 
married couples but nothing fatal. If you think you are no longer attractive to your partner, then spend 
money on maintenance, improvement or huge overhaul depending on how serious your condition is. 
Also watch the nagging, it’s the can-opener to extra marital problem.

You probably don’t like schoolwork as much as the games and friends there. The problem is if you do 
not pass this year, you won’t be seeing those friends and games anymore. Not so smart? Spend double 
the effort. Get a smarter opposite sex coach, it helps. Try studying daytimes rather than nighttimes. 
You may be amazed by the difference in how much more you can absorb.

For the elderly, it’s not time to quit. You have more to contribute than you think. Go East ward for 
holidays to recharge. Can’t afford? Come to Fountain of Wealth; it opens free to the public.   

Useful Feng-Shui Tools for Roosters:
You may still use some of last year’s defensive feng-shui tools to negate some of the bad stars’
influences while at the same time learn how to work with the Sun to your advantage. Continue to grow 
`Jade Guan-Yin Bamboo` outside your main door to block off poison arrows. Retain the`Hu-Lu`and
`Fu Lu Shou` at the East, the `Fountain of Wealth 24k Replica` on the North-West to attract 
helpful friends and carry with you wherever you go a `8-Precious Stones Charm’.  

To help improve your career luck, invest in `Ba Gua Fountain of Wealth’s Lucky Water’ for the 
North sector, a `Buddha Carrying Money’ in the living hall facing the front and a `Treasure Pot’
nearer to the door to help you grow money, a`Mystic Knot’ in the South helps to strengthen your 
reputation at the same times reveals more ideas to your business,  a `Cicada’ in the West to recharge 
your tired mind. As you may have side luck, try a `Crystal Crab with Golden Claws’ on the South 
East sector. Your Partner Charm to carry is `Snake, Ox and Dragon’. 

To help you seek the right partner, hang a `Mystic Knot’ or a pair of `Singing Love Birds’ on the 
South West of your room. Married Roosters should used `Rose Gem Tree’.   For Rooster children, use 
`Wisdom Pagoda’ in the North East, `Crystal Gem Tree’ in the West sector and a `Dragon Turtle 
carrying a Baby Turtle’ in the East.

Working elderly Roosters should have `Citrine Gem Tree’ in the North sector and a `Fu Lu Shou’ at 
the East.

in 2004

Items in bold can be found at the Fountain                      Souvenirs & Gifts, Basement 1, Suntec City Mall



in 2004DOG 
Born in the Year: 1934,  1946,  1958,  1970, 1982,  1994 
Element: wood    fire   earth   metal  water  wood

Dogs` Characteristics:
Those born in the years of the Dogs are righteous and chivalrous by nature. 
They will intervene quickly when their loved  ones or friends are mistreated. 
Actions always speak louder than words  for the    Dog people as they have 
problem expressing their feelings especially when comes to the affairs of the 
heart.  Conservative and cautious, it takes a while to win their confidence but once done, you know you can 
count on them forever. 

Dogs` 2004 Luck:
We hope you had capitalised on last year’s good luck for 2004 will be a tougher year.  For businessmen and 
women,  you will have to spend extra effort than before to maintain the same results. Do not go into new 
investment especially if you are not familiar. It could be a black hole. If you had already entered into one 
and it really turned out to be a can of worms, cut loss and get out. For those working, do not be arrogant 
(and the problem is you don’t think you are). Do not offend anyone at work as you may stand to lose in 
this year’s political war. Get help from Horse, Rabbits and Tigers. 
If you missed the boat in finding a right partner last year, this may not be the year either. Do not go on 
dates late at night. For married couples who just given birth, you probably struggling in learning the rope of 
parenthood. Don’t worry, you will do fine. Says nice things to your kid always for he/she will be a great 
blessing to the family. Others may find themselves in quarrelsome mode. It’s bad luck to quarrel when you 
wake up and before you sleep.

Students should stay at home or library to do your studies and homework. Avoid spending too much times 
outdoor as it will make you too tired. Spending at your friends place at night to study may not be too 
productive especially if there is a TV or PC in front of you.
Elders should have enough rest and sleep early. No more late nights.  If you like to go out, try the Fountain 
of Wealth at Suntec City. It gives you good `Chi’ energy! Avoid long distance and dangerous activities.

Useful Feng-Shui Tools for Dogs:
You have to change your feng-shui strategies entirely this year with a few exceptions. Start with planting 
the `Jade Guan Yin Bamboo’ outside the house and then place the `Jade Gem Tree’ near your main door 
to filter out bad energies. You should get your aquarium to the North and have 8  gold color goldfish and 
one black color one. Clear all clutters. It is better to use `Laughing Buddha on Money Bag’ than the 
one on the horse in the living hall. Your are not receiving wealth luck this year; your job is to sustain 
whatever you have. `Ba Gua Fountain of Wealth’s Lucky Water’ in the North is to defend your job 
position rather than wishing for promotion and increment, `Chong Kui’ in the South helps to protect you 
from the ill stars’ effects and similarly a`Mystic Knot’ in the South is to protect your popularity which can 
be going downhill. `Cicada’ can also be placed in the West to ward off enemies and promote sound mind. 
You can still put a `Lucky Bat with Golden Coin’ in the South East in case some side-luck stars do take 
a glimpse on you and the `Fountain of Wealth 24K Replica’ in the North West to activate any helpful 
friends to your assistance. Your Partner Charm to carry is `Tiger, Rabbit and Horse’.   

For those seeking a relationship, hang a pair of `Singing Love Birds’ in the South West of your bedroom 
or your wardrobe. Married couples with kids can use an `Amethyst Gem Tree’ in the west to give you 
strength to take care of your baby. `Rose Gem Tree’ in the South West is to help strengthen both 
relationship that can be stressed because of the new born. 

For Dog students, place`Crystal Hu-Lu’ if they feel tired easily. You can also use `Wisdom Pagoda’ to 
be placed in the North East and `Crystal Gem Tree’ in the West to help them in their studies.

Elderly Dogs should use a variety of defensive feng-shui tools to block the many bad stars heading their 
way: At home `Fu Lu Shou’ is a must in the East sector. In your bed room, put `Hu-Lu’. `8 Precious 
Stone Charm’ should be carried wherever you go. If you drive have a `Hu-Lu’ hung in the car’s rear 
mirror also. 

Items in bold can be found at the Fountain                      Souvenirs & Gifts, Basement 1, Suntec City Mall



in 2004PIG
Born in the Year:  1935,  1947,  1959,  1971, 1983,  1995 
Element: wood   fire     earth  metal  water  wood

Pigs` Characteristics:
Those born in the years of the Pigs are fun and happy people. They love 
company and are party animals.   Come to  business,  they  know how  
to  establish   their position and  network but  they are  lousy rejecter.  
Saying `No` is simply a hard word for them to utter. But that does not 
mean they are mild and can be taken for granted. Pretty much on the contrary, never antagonise them, 
for they can be rough and merciless when provoked.  Flattery is the key to the Pig person`s heart.

Pigs` 2004 Luck:
2004 is definitely an improvement over last year for the Pigs. All the fights and hard works should pay off 
this year.  The Moon is your lucky star so do as much as you can to partake its benefits. Having said that, 
still practise prudence and sound mind and take responsibilities in all your actions. Don’t make promises 
you cannot commit and don’t let your mouth and hands work faster than your brain. Do not mistreat your 
staff especially. You don’t need an expensive lawsuit or lawsuits. For those working, there will be 
problems  but you are able to conquer them through righteous way. Don’t hit below the belt for it will 
backfire. 

Spend more time with the family and loved ones. They are your pillars of hope and strengths.  They are 
the reasons for your hard work. For singles, do not lose heart if you cannot find someone suitable and 
Hagaan Daaz is not a good substitute either.  Married couples may be frustrated over the mundane 
relationship. Good to send your kids away and have some quiet times together. Do something crazy like 
you did before in your courtship days. 

For students, we hope you are more disciplined this year and that you learnt to balance your playtimes 
with schoolwork. Opposite from Dogs this year, you probably can absorb better in the tranquil of the 
night. Do not engage in SMS while you cross the road.

Elderly have to be extra careful with their health and safety this year. You seriously need to eat healthier 
than before. Do more evening strolls with your children and grandchildren. Wear white or visible lighter 
colors when outside. Do not lend people money unless you don’t expect to get it back. Pay back your 
loan; not everyone resort to lawyers to collect back their money.

Useful Feng-Shui Tools for Pigs:
You should invest in some good wealth–receiving feng-shui items this year as your luck turns for the 
better. Have a `Laughing Buddha on the Horse’ in the sitting hall facing your front door to receive the 
good stars into your house. Near your front door, it is good to place a `Treasure Pot’. A `Citrine Gem 
Tree’ in the north sector for your career and side luck. Thinking of striking lottery, try a`Crystal Crab 
with the Golden Claws’ in the South East sector. Place your lottery tickets between its claws. At the 
South sector, hang a `Mystic Knot’ to increase your popularity and a `Chong Kui’ to negate the ill-
stars’ effects. Have a `Cicada’ in the West to give you some peace. In the office, invest in a `Ba Gua
Fountain of Wealth`s Lucky Water’ for your career luck and a `Fountain of Wealth Replica’ to 
attract helpful friends to open doors of opportunities for you. Your ideal `partner charm’ is  `rabbit, 
goat and tiger’ .
If you like to find someone whom you can spend the rest of life with, try a `Singing Love Birds’ in the 
South West sector. Married couples can try a `Rose Gem Hearts’ to rekindle past days’ passion. 

If Your Pig kid wants to study late into the night, allow so; just monitor their performance. Use 
a`Wisdom Pagoda’ in the North East and a `Crystal Gem Tree’ to help him/her in their studies.
The Elderly Pigs should have carry a `8 Precious Stone Charm’ wherever they go, as the number of 
bad magnetic fields and poison arrows flying arrows aplenty. If stay alone, give them a `Jade Gem Tree’
to be placed within 3metre radius from the Main door. If staying with the kids, this can be placed in the 
bedroom. In addition, if you have been postponing getting your `Fu Lu Shou’, do so this year. Place it in 
the East. It is good to have `Hu-Lu’ in the                           bed room also to vacuum away undesirable 
bad energies. 

Items in bold can be found at the Fountain                      Souvenirs & Gifts, Basement 1, Suntec City Mall


